Live Online
Learning
Varsity Tutors is your Destination for Online
Tutoring, Live Online Classes, Extracurriculars,
and more.
Accesso Club members receive 20% off expert
online tutoring and instruction with Varsity Tutors.

varsitytutors.com/partners/accessoclub

Handpicked
Experts
Learn from the absolute best.
Connecting your student with the right expert starts with having nothing but
top-notch experts to choose from. We do this by being picky—vetting every
applicant through tutoring simulations, academic and background checks,
and interviews.

What we look for in an expert:
•

Exceptional teaching and communication skills

•

Expertise in Common Core standards

•

Adept at identifying why students struggle

•

Prior teaching and mentoring experience

•

Ability to customize assignments to maximize
tutoring time

•

And they have to be all-around good people

Learn what it takes to excel.
Your expert will work with you and your student to
decide what to cover, so your student's learning plan
will be unique to them. This is true whether your
student needs help with organic chemistry or
reading comprehension.

What your student can expect to learn:

Weekly planning and organization tips for
completing new assignments

Proven approaches for simplifying
tricky concepts

Techniques to identify common mistakes in
math, language arts, biology, and more

Study methods to help improve focus and
comprehension

Effective tips for better time management

Varsity Tutors connects learners with a variety of experts and professionals. Tutors, instructors, experts, educators, and other professionals on the platform are independent contractors, who use their
own styles, methods, and materials and create their own lesson plans based upon their experience, professional judgment, and the learners with whom they engage

“
1-on-1 Tutoring
Individualized help in over 3,000 subjects.
Your student will meet with their tutor on our Live Learning Platform—
a custom-built online workspace with 2-way video, a collaborative
workboard, and session recording. It's like being in the same room,
but better. And, with our smartphone and tablet apps, your student can
access the platform and meet with their tutor from just about anywhere.

As a working
mom, I want my
son to get the
help he needs.
VT made great
matches. Every
tutor is stellar!
– Angela, Parent
New York, NY

Small Group Classes
Your student will join up to 20 other students for live lessons in a virtual classroom.
Each class is tailored to the group. And to ensure each student is at a similar level of
understanding, we use adaptive assessments to determine their proficiency before
placement.

Did you
know?

Live tutoring can result in 35% higher test scores than
software-driven tutoring.
Reif, F. &Scott, L.A. (1999). “Teaching scientific thinking skills: students and computers coaching each other.” American Journal of Physics, 67, 819-381.

After-School Enrichment
and Extracurriculars
Because learning should also entertain.
School is about so much more than getting the grade. Traditional enrichment and extracurricular activities will be
impacted this school year, but our extensive library of classes focused on personal growth will engage your student
and infuse fun into their day.

Classes to capture the imagination.
Whether your student is a science buff, a gamer, a
budding thespian, or a promising artist, they can enroll in
any number of live classes, interact with peers, and learn
from handpicked subject-matter experts.

Popular enrichment classes:
• Around the World
• Mind and Body Connection
• All About Dinosaurs
• Theater for Young Performers

Large Group Classes
Led by subject-matter experts (including celebrities), these

• Origami for Beginners
• Spanish Language & Culture

larger-format classes provide your student with engaging

• Video Game Design

content and valuable instruction in any number of academic

• Elements of Photography

and enrichment subjects.

School@Home
Your low-stress solution for the
school year.

Homeschool reimagined for the new reality.
With School@Home, we're providing a flexible, personalized, and engaging solution
for K-12 students—supplemental education for busy parents who want their children
to have extra support outside of school. A dedicated education consultant will help you
find the best solution for your child's needs.

We take care of everything.
Through our platform, you can receive live instruction, scheduling, homework
supervision, and progress reports.

A personalized approach.
With our adaptive assessments, we create a detailed report of your student's strengths
and weaknesses and build a learning plan specific to their needs.

Learning Pods
Bringing the pieces and the pupils together.
Learning Pods bring the group dynamics of the classroom to your living room. Whether you want your pod to focus on small
group tutoring, a custom curriculum, or join an existing small group class, we’ll help make it easy.

Custom Study Pods

School@Home Pod

Custom Study Pods provide students who want to study

Students register for School@Home as a group, attend

together with a carefully selected tutor (or tutors). Choose

small group classes together, and incorportate lessons into

as many subjects as your pod wants and set up recurring

the curriculum.

sessions as needed.

Group Classes Pod
For groups who want to join any of our small group classes,
we'll help build a schedule from our library of academic and
enrichment classes. We can also put together a private class
just for your pod.

Instant Homework Help
Private tutoring, live on video, just a click away
Access the expertise you need—when you need it—with Instant Tutoring. Live, one-on-one tutoring is available in 250+
subjects, in academic fields from elementary school math and college-level organic chemistry to test preparation for the ACT
and SAT, ISEE and SSAT, and the GRE and GMAT.

Anytime

Expert Help

Tutors are online 24/7, ready to help with homework and

Tutors are highly qualified and must pass our rigorous

questions in live 1:1 video chat on our proprietary learning

interview process. From working through a difficult

platform. 9 PM homework meltdowns are a thing of the

homework problem to an in-depth test prep session, tutors

pastwith Instant Tutoring.

can meet your needs.

Anywhere
Access Instant Tutoring from a phone, tablet, or computer.
The same personalized, expert help wherever you may be.

“
Professional
Certifications
and Training
Passing a certification test can be a difficult task. Fortunately,

you don’t have to do it alone. From day one, you have access to
a committed Education Director who knows you, understands

your needs, and is ready to answer any question. Varsity Tutors
can connect you to experts in 700+ certifications, technical
training subjects, foreign languages and more to help your
employees succeed.

Calling Varsity
Tutors was the
best thing I
did. My tutor
gave me the
confidence I
needed to pass.
– Nancy, Financial Analyst
Boston, MA

“

We are very happy with
Varsity Tutors. Our child
has gained confidence in
her math abilities and her
attitude towards school

Tutoring for
Students with
Learning Differences

changed for the better. Not
everyone is able to teach
in a manner that reaches a
dyslexic child.
– Stacy, Los Angeles, CA

We can connect students to an experienced tutor who can apply strategies that will help students who are
challenged by dyslexia, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, autism, and other special needs
Reading and Writing: Phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension
Math Fundamentals: Counting, estimation, word problems
Subject-Specific Struggles: Tutors can model helpful techniques so your student can make real progress in
areas that have been the most difficult

We Helps Students in Over
40 Countries
With online tutoring available anywhere, Varsity Tutors is able to support students across all timezones in any country
US-based tutors provide same quality english-speaking instruction globally
Committed educational directors help students work through nuances like languages and country-specific needs
Tutoring available for college and graduate school admissions tests, TOEFL, and internationally recognized professional certifications

Why Varsity Tutors?
Varsity Tutors

Local Tutor

Franchise
Learning
Center

Access to the best experts in the world

✓

X

X

Recorded online sessions

✓

X

X

Personalized learning plans (AI-powered)

✓

X

X

Rigorous, multi-step expert vetting process

✓

X

✓

Advanced tutor and class instructor matching

✓

X

X

Satisfaction guarantee

✓

X

✓

Online 1-on-1 and group options

✓

X

X

Free learning resources developed by experts

✓

X

X

Instant Tutoring

✓

X

X

Online extracurricular activities

✓

X

X

Online enrichment

✓

X

X

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Accesso Club members receive
20% off expert online tutoring and
instruction with Varsity Tutors.

We proudly stand by our service. And we're certain you’ll
be satisfied with your tutor and the results they help
deliver—guaranteed.

varsitytutors.com/partners/accessoclub

